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Survey of New Approaches on Prototype Selection and Generation

Joaquı́n Derrac, Isaac Triguero, Salvador Garcı́a and Francisco Herrera

Abstract

Prototype Selection and Prototype Generation are two lively research fields. As time goes by, new methods

are developed following the basic guidelines that any Prototype Reduction algorithm should accomplish. These

new methods often offer to the comunity different viewpoints to the problem, as well as better and more efficient

approaches.

This technical report provides a survey of the newest Prototype Reduction approaches, highlighting their main

characteristics. These approaches are given a place in the already proposed taxonomies, depending of their specific

behavior. With their inclusion, both Prototype Selection and Prototype Generation taxonomies will be fulfilled,

representing properly all the Prototype Reduction methods proposed in the literature.

Index Terms

Prototype selection, prototype generation, nearest neighbor, taxonomy.

I. INTRODUCTION

The nearest neighbors classifier is one of the most used and known techniques for performing recognition tasks. It

has also demonstrated to be one of the most interesting algorithms in the data mining field in spite of its simplicity.

However, the nearest neighbors classifier suffers from several drawbacks; such as high storage requirements, low

efficiency in classification response and low noise tolerance. These weaknesses have been the subject of study of

many researchers and many solutions have been proposed.

This technical report is provided as a complement of the Prototype Selection and Prototype Generation taxonomies

already established in [1] and [2]. Recent methods, published after both reviews, are reviewed and categorized within

the proposed taxonomies. Section II deals with the new Prototype Selection approaches, whereas Section III surveys

the Prototype Generation proposals related.
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II. NEW PROTOTYPE SELECTION APPROACHES

A. Condensation - Incremental

• Complete Cross Validation Functional Algorithm 2 (CCV-2) [3]:

This method begins by adding certain K + 1 instances into the reference set. Then the algorithm begins

successive addition of instances with respect to their Complete Cross Validation (CCV) measure (a measure

which characterizes the generalization ability of a classifier). If, at a certain step, it becomes impossible to add

any instance without reducing the functional of the CCV measure , the algorithm finishes.

B. Condensation - Decremental

• Complete Cross Validation Functional Algorithm 1 (CCV-1) [3]: In a similar way that CCV-2, the CCV-1

method makes use of the CCV measure for evaluating the quality of a given reference set.

In this case, the algorithm includes 2 removing stages. The first one aims to exclude outlaiers from the training

set. After all outliers are removed, the second stage removes periphery instances, that is, those instances lying

far from the boundary and surrounded by objects of the same class. After removing noise and periphery objects,

the algorithm finishes.

• Instance Selection by using Polar Grids (ISPG) [4]: This methods works by mapping the original training set

into a Polar coordinate system, divide the data space into a certain number of polar grids. In each grid, noisy

and inner instances are removed, whereas boundary instances are selected for becoming part of the reference

set.

C. Edition - Decremental

• Instances Selection algorithm based on Classification Contribution Function (ISCC) [5]: This method

inherits the Reachable and Coverage concepts of the ICF methods, extending it through the use of two

new measures denoted DReachable and DCoverage, which represents the local competence of each instance

regarding the different classes of the problem. Instances whose DReachable and DCoverage measures drop

below a given threshold are edited from the reference set.

• Instance Selection based on Local SVM (LSVM) [6]: In this method, Local Support Vector Machines

(LSVM) are used to evaluate the quality of each training instance. For each training example an SVM is

trained on its neighborhood and if the SVM classification for the central example disagrees with its actual

class, the instance is removed.

D. Edition - Batch

• RewardPunishment Editing (RP-Editing) [14]: In this method, all the instances of the training set are ranked

regarding three different measures: WR(i), which estimates how many instances are positively affected by the

instance (that is, is a nearest neighbor from the same class); WP(i), which estimates how many instances are
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negatively affected by the instance (that is, is a nearest neighbor from a different class); and WPR(i), which

denotes the number of times the instance is correctly classified applying the KNN to the prototypes selected

from a clustering algorithm over the training set. Those instances whose rank falls down of a given threshold

are removed.

E. Hybrid - Mixed+Wrapper

• Instinctive Mating Genetic Algorithm with (Correct My Wrongs distance/Hamming distance/Multiple

populations) (IM-CMW, IM-H, IM-MP) [7]: These are three versions of a modified Genetic Algorithm for

Prototype Selection Algorithm. The Instinctive Mating procedure of the Genetic Algorithm relates to the way

in which the parents are chosen before applying the crossover operator. In this way, three approaches were

developed using the Correct-My-Wrongs distance (IM-CMW), the Hamming distance (IM-H) and a multiple

population version (IM-MP).

• Supervised and Nonparametric Evaluation of Sets of Instances (Eva) [8]: A Bayesian framework based

method which uses a Variable Neighborhood Search strategy to choose the best possible reference subset

according to a probabilistic criterion.

• Local Search with Tabu List for Instance Selection (LS+TL) [9]: Four different clustering methods (based

on a similarity coefficient, a stratification strategy, a modified stratification strategy or a k-means clustering)

are use d to split the training set into different clusters. Then, a Local Search with Tabu List is applied to each

cluster for selecting the best training instances in each one. Finally, all solutions are merged to produce the

final reference set.

• Sequential Reduction Algorithm (SeqRA) [10]: A random selection technique which iteratively tries to add

and subtract instances from the reference set until no further improvement is found. The instances are checked

sequentially regarding their class.

F. Hybrid - Fixed+Wrapper

• A Genetic Algorithm for Prototype Selection with Dissimilarity Representation (GA+LDA) [11]: A

classic Genetic Algorithm for Prototype Selection developed for training sets stored using a Dissimilarity

based representation. This algorithm requires to fix the number of training instances which will be selected.

III. NEW PROTOTYPE GENERATION APPROACHES

A. Positioning Adjustment - Condensation - Fixed

• Weighted LVQ (WLVQ) [12]: A Context Dependent Clustering algorithm is employed as a preprocessing

step in this method. The output is a set of weights which are applied to modify the cost function of the LVQ

algorithm, improving its performance.
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B. Positioning Adjustment - Edition - Mixed - Semi-Wrapper

• Editing based on a Fast Two-String Median Computation (JJWilson) [13]: This method is a modification

of the Wilson’s editing algorithm (ENN). Instances marked as noise by the original algorithm are deleted only

if none of its nearest neighbors are from its same class. If a nearest neighbor of the same class can be found,

a new example is generated at the median point between both instances.

C. Centroids - Hybrid - Mixed

• Class Boundary Preserving Algorithm (CBP) [15]: This Prototype Generation method performs four steps:

– Step 1: The ENN method is applied over the training set.

– Step 2: The instances of the reference set are divided into boundary and inner instances.

– Step 3: The set of boundary instances is reduced, maintaining only those pair of mutual enemies with

minimum distance between them.

– Step 4: The Mean Shift Clustering algorithm is employed over the set of inner instances, generating a

new set of prototypes.

The sets obtained through the application of the steps 3 and 4 are merged to create the final reference set.

D. Space Splitting - Hybrid

• Instance Seriation for Prototype Abstraction (IPSA) [16]: This algorithm starts by applying the ENN method

over the training set. Then, a Visual Assessment of Cluster Tendency is employed to serialize instances into

a minimum spanning tree. This tree is iteratively merged, finally generating the instances of the reference set.
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